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Abstract

Research methodology involves logical reasoning and critical thinking skills which are core competences in developing a more sophisticated understanding of the world. Acquiring expertise in research methods and statistics is not easy and poses a significant challenge for many students. The subject material is challenging because it is highly abstract and complex and requires the coordination of different but inter-related knowledge and skills that are all necessary to develop a coherent and usable skills base in this area. Additionally, while many students embrace research methods enthusiastically, others find the area dry, abstract and boring. In this paper we discuss the design and the first evaluation of a set of mini-games to practice research methods. Games are considered to be engaging and allow students to test out scenarios which provide concrete examples in a way that they typically only do once they are out in the field. The design of a game is a complex task. First, we describe how we used cognitive task analysis to identify the knowledge and competences required to develop a comprehensive and usable understanding of research methods. Next, we describe the games designed and how 4C-ID, an instructional design model, was used to underpin the games with a sound instructional design basis. Finally, the evaluation approach is discussed and how the findings of the first evaluation phase were used to improve the games.
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1. Introduction

The inductive and hypothetico-deductive reasoning that underlie research methodology involves logical reasoning and critical thinking skills that are core competences in developing a more sophisticated understanding of the world. These higher level thinking skills are required to tackle the ill-defined problems that we face in the 21st century. The EU 2020 Strategy "New Skills for New Jobs" (2010) emphasises the need to help students acquire skills for the kinds of jobs which will be available in the year 2020. It seems likely that the ability to understand and present convincing arguments and evaluate the quality of evidence are skills which will gain increasing importance in future.

However acquiring expertise in research methods and statistics is not easy and poses a significant challenge for many students (Tishkovskaya & Lancaster, 2010). The subject material is challenging because it is highly abstract and complex and requires the coordination of different but inter-related knowledge and skills that are all necessary to develop a coherent and usable skills base in this area. Students have to develop an understanding of how to formulate hypotheses, identify, define and operationalise relevant variables, select an appropriate
design to examine links between variables, identify an appropriate sample of participants, identify relevant ethical issues, select informative and suitable methods of data analysis, collect and analyse data, and interpret and discuss the findings. It is also challenging for teachers to generate interest in the subject. While some students embrace research methods enthusiastically, others find the area dry, abstract or complex. Teachers are continually looking for new ways of making research methods and statistics more appealing to their students.

There is growing evidence in the literature that serious games can be an effective tool to support learning (Joint Information Systems Committee JISC, 2007). Nadolski et al (2008) suggest that the use of serious games can be a useful tool for Higher Education Institutions to develop and deploy, to enhance the student experience and to assist them in achieving the intended learning outcomes. One advantage of games is that they can bridge the gap between theory and practice by allowing students to test out scenarios which provide concrete examples in a way that they typically only do once they are out in the field.

The CHERMUG project (www.chermug.eu) was conceived against this background of finding more effective and engaging ways to teach research methods and statistics and the recognition that a games-based approach might be useful in this respect. It is clear that games are highly motivating which is considered a main determinant of effective learning (Keller, 1983). The engagement that games provide could be especially important in generating interest in this notoriously abstract and difficult subject area. More importantly however, games offer activities that are highly consistent with modern theories of learning which emphasise that learning will be more effective when learners are actively engaged in carrying out activities that require both knowledge and skills and that reflect the kinds of real-world problems that are typical in that subject domain (Boyle, Connolly & Hainey, 2011). Learning will also be assisted when learners tackle a variety of problems from different perspectives that require them to use their knowledge in slightly different ways and where learners have access to support from more able individuals. Games have the potential to provide such activities, which will help the learner develop a usable knowledge base that they can deploy to solve real-world problems.

Despite the phenomenal growth of interest in serious games, there is still little systematic guidance concerning which kind of game is better for which purpose and so developing a game can be quite an experimental process. In developing a game for supporting complex problem solving, careful consideration needs to be given to the subject discipline, the content area, the player and the needs of the players in learning about the content area, pedagogy, the affordances of games and matching games to desired learning outcomes.

This paper presents a case study of the CHERMUG project which aimed to design a game for teaching research methods and statistics to nursing and social science students in a systematic way. The CHERMUG game design tasks included a literature review (Boyle, Manea, & Karki, 2013), a stakeholder and user requirements analysis (Boyle and MacArthur, 2013) and a cognitive task analysis (Boyle et al, 2012). This paper will describe different aspects of the game design and development in detail in the hope that it will be useful in helping others to think about issues that need to be tackled in developing games to support complex problem solving. We will focus in particular on the CTA carried out and explain how the results of the initial activities (literature review, user requirements analysis and CTA) were then used in the design and implementation of the game.

The literature review (Boyle, Manea, & Karki, 2013; Boyle et al, submitted), carried out around games, animations and simulations, could identify only a handful of papers reporting any empirical evaluation of games to teach research methods and statistics. Even fewer attempted to teach a full research cycle, with most concentrating on a specific stage. Operation ARA (Halpern et al, 2012), Martian Boneyards (Asbell-Clarke et al, 2012) and Ramler and Chapman’s (2011) use of Guitar Hero are games where players had to propose a hypothesis, look for evidence and evaluate whether the evidence supported the hypothesis. The relative lack of games probably reflects the recent interest in the use of games for learning and the complexity and interdependence of knowledge in this area which may be difficult to gamify.

The user requirements analysis (Boyle and MacArthur, 2013) confirmed that, although at present there was little use of serious games, both higher education nursing students and staff in the collaborating countries were open towards the use of digital games as a component of a blended learning approach to teaching methods and statistics.

2. Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA)

A major constraint in introducing games into the curriculum is identifying the relevance of the game to the curriculum (Kirriemuir and McFarlane, 2004). A first step, therefore, in developing a game to support students in learning in specific curricular areas is to identify the skills and competences required. A technique which has been developed to help analyse the higher level cognitive functioning required in tackling complex tasks is Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA). CTA is defined as “the extension of traditional task analysis techniques to yield information about the knowledge, thought processes and goal structures that underlie observable task performance” (Chipman, Schraagen and Shalin, 2000, p. 3). CTA is typically carried out when knowledge about how a task is performed is uncertain.

On one level the knowledge which is required in developing an understanding of research methods and statistics is quite well known and is presented in many textbooks on the subject. What is not so certain however is the best way in which to present this knowledge to
students. Lovett (1998) argued that CTA can help in describing the curriculum to be taught and decomposing the curriculum into the knowledge and sub-skills that students must learn. Lovett applied CTA to exploratory data analysis in statistics.

In CHERMUG, CTA was used to identify the cognitive skills, knowledge and competences required by students, to look at the way in which these are typically taught and the problems which students mostly experience in acquiring a comprehensive and usable understanding of research methodology and statistics.

In a period of 6 weeks 13 interviews were carried out (Boyle et al, 2012; Boyle, Van Rosmalen and Manea, 2013). The interviewees were selected based on their knowledge of and involvement with teaching research methods and statistics. Faculties covered included Nursing and Medicine, Social Science, Psychology, Learning Sciences plus one expert who advised and supported several faculties. The experts were spread over universities and professional universities, some of them covering both. The experts consulted were located in British (7), Dutch (3) and Romanian (3) higher education institutions. The participants received a briefing sheet in advance of their interview, providing an outline of the aims of CHERMUG project and the objectives of the CTA. Given the variety in participants’ backgrounds, the briefing sheet also included a description of the different stages in the research methods cycle (research question, data collection, data analysis and discussion & conclusion) and a short description of three papers (Asbell-Clarke et al, 2012; Hummel et al, 2011; Hulshof, Eysink & de Jong, 2006) about games which had been identified as relevant either to the content area of the game or to the possible design of the game. The participants were asked in the semi-structured interview about their views on teaching research methods and about the research cycle as a reference point.

Overall, research methods are seen as a complex and challenging topic for students. A fundamental difference in perception between universities and professional universities concerns what level of competence or skills is expected with regard to research methods. The position taken by professional universities varied between ‘being able to understand research methods’ or ‘being able to assess research papers in function of evidence based practice’ to ‘defining and executing a research plan’; it was expected that parts of the cycle, in particular the use of statistics, would be actively supported by a supervisor. Universities, on the other hand, in principle do expect that students can define and execute all steps of a research plan. Importantly for the design of the game, the research cycle presented was generally accepted by staff as providing a useful framework for presenting research methods to students. The most important suggestion shared by the respondents was that the teaching method should provoke research interest. Maybe the most important aim in teaching research methods is trying to increase student motivation and get them excited about research and interested in being part of the research community. Other suggestions mentioned are:

- **Challenge students** in their question definition and research design & show the dependencies of the full research cycle.
- **Experience the difference in research methods: qualitative or quantitative.** Several respondents suggested that it would be useful to illustrate differences between and advantages and disadvantages of qualitative and quantitative approaches.
- **Experience by being part of the experiment.** While an abstract dataset might be easier to apply across different domains, a ‘personalised’ dataset might be more appealing and intuitive.
- **Visualise.** Several respondents mentioned the potential of a game-based approach in helping students to visualise data: “To include in the game perspectives to enable ‘understanding before analysing’ data e.g. looking at extremes, making use of graphical representations as part of the process to get a global understanding of the data before making use of evaluative statistics.”

Finally, a general conclusion was that, even more than expected, our target audience is extremely heterogeneous. There are different demands with regards to research methods depending of university type, country and domain. Nevertheless, beyond being clear about prerequisites, respondents did not appear to view the level of expertise at which the game was targeted as a problem. While initially it was thought that the game should be targeted at beginners, it seems that even a beginner’s level could potentially be useful for students at all stages. The complexity of research methods and statistics suggests that even experts have areas where they might find it useful to revise their understanding.

### 2. The CHERMUG mini-games

#### 2.1. Global Design

The CTA together with the results of the literature review and the requirements analysis resulted in a set of initial directives. The games should be targeted at beginners and be most useful for students who are taking an introductory module on research methods (or alternatively as a refreshment for more advanced students). The learner should only need a basic understanding of terminology and concepts used before the games can be played. The games should require no IT skills on the part of the tutor or the students, beyond being able to operate a web browser. Finally, the games should in particular raise interest in research methods and focus on two topics i.e. the research methods cycle and the distinction between qualitative and quantitative approaches to research.
Designing a serious game, however, is a complex operation and despite the growth of interest in serious games, there is still little systematic guidance concerning which kind of game is better for which purpose and how to assure a game fits the instructional required. The complexity of the field is clearly illustrated by, for instance, Connolly, Boyle, MacArthur, Hainey, & Boyle (2012) who in a recent review study classify games on genre, subject discipline and intended outcome. As a result, for developers the design and development of a game and for instructors the selection and application of a game can be quite an experimental process.

Only recently, there exist a number of frameworks which attempt to integrate the knowledge and experience with regard to education, games and software (see e.g. Harteveld, 2011; De Freitas et al, 2010; Pernin et al, 2012). These frameworks are important tools to assist in the design of serious games. However, they are as yet not fully matured nor investigated as, indirectly, shown in the limited evidence on the effectiveness of serious games and the apparent difficulty in assessing the educational merits of serious games (Connolly et al, 2012). Moreover, these frameworks do not necessarily fit with the background of teachers.

Table 1. The CHERMUG mini-games divided by their task classes and topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task class (Topic) / Level</th>
<th>Qualitative</th>
<th>Quantitative (Chi-square)</th>
<th>Quantitative (T-test)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Main differences between qual. &amp; quant. Analysis</td>
<td>Gender &amp; reward</td>
<td>Nationality &amp; Mediterranean food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Simulating a quantitative research study</td>
<td>Exercise program &amp; drop-out</td>
<td>Gender &amp; protein consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Writing to a journal</td>
<td>Media consumption &amp; obesity</td>
<td>Type of diet &amp; weight loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>Skipping meals &amp; obesity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>Nationality &amp; body image</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally teachers have insufficient knowledge about games and their beneficial usage in classrooms (NFER, 2009). Educational games are considered fundamentally different from prevalent instructional paradigms (FAS, 2006). Williamson (2009) reports an urgent need for the training of teachers both at the initial training stage and the stages of continuous professional development, to pursue a better understanding of how to use games in their class-rooms as well as understanding the implications of games as cultural forms of young people’s lives. The general impression is that games require complex technologies and that games are difficult to organise and to embed in a curriculum (Klopfler, Osterweil, & Salen, 2009). The latter is of importance since the use of ICT, and games in particular, only tends to be successful if it closely fits with the existing teaching practice (Vier in Balans Monitor 2012, 2012).

A way to support the game design and to support the application of a game would be to build upon a proven framework which integrates a sound instructional foundation, fits with teachers’ experiences and fits sufficiently with existing game principles. Huang and Johnson (2009) propose using the 4C-ID model. The underlying assumption of the 4C-ID model (Four Component Instructional Design) is that complex learning can be designed with the help of four interrelated components (Van Merriënboer, & Kirschner, 2012): 1. Learning tasks. Authentic, whole tasks preferably based on real-life tasks and organised in task classes with variation and increasing complexity. 2. Supportive information. Information that is supportive to the non-recurrent aspects of the tasks and explains how a domain is organised. This information is always available. 3. Procedural information. Information that is prerequisite to the recurrent aspects of tasks and instructs how to perform the routine aspects of a task. This information is available just-in-time and typically, stepwise will fade out when exercising with new tasks. 4. Part-task practice. Additional practice for routine aspects of learning tasks that require a high level of automation.

Together, the overall design focus is on the integration and coordination of different levels of learning tasks and as such fits very well with existing game design practice. Recent studies (Lukosch, Van Bussel & Meijer, 2012; Enfield, 2012) confirmed the applicability of the model for game design and their embedding in education. Giving the findings discussed above, the 4C-ID model was used to shape the global design of the CHERMUG games applying 4C-ID in the following way:

- **Authentic tasks.** A set of mini-games (table 1) was designed each based on an authentic and complete task dealing with a research problem starting from a global introduction and hypothesis to the discussion of the findings. Mini-games were chosen because they should fit easily into the curriculum and they should allow to quickly go through the main challenges of research thus helping to increase student’ motivation and get them excited about research. The literature review suggested that teaching research methods and statistics is more successful when it is taught with content and examples which are relevant to the student and are grounded in real-life examples. The broad area of obesity was selected as a topic of general interest, in particular, to nurses and social scientist. There are many variables which are relevant to and impact on obesity and informal piloting in a class and with friends suggested that most lay people could quickly generate several factors which are related to obesity.
• **Task classes, variation and increasing complexity in task classes.** CTA and requirements analysis indicated the importance of having access to practice with quantitative and qualitative research. For quantitative research two task classes were designed of similar intrinsic complexity, the first one for research problems to be addressed with a chi-square and the second with a t-test. To ease the use of the games all games follow a similar pattern, the games incrementally becoming slightly more complex (see table 1 levels) within their task class. The qualitative games are covered with only one task class with three games dealing with typical qualitative research scenarios. The first game introduces the student to qualitative research by studying the main differences between qualitative and quantitative research. In the next two games the students work through a simulated qualitative study. The three games become stepwise more complex starting with immediate feedback after each action on level 1 to only game completion feedback at level 3.

• **Supportive and procedural information.** 4C-ID proposes to progressively decrease the guidance for consecutive tasks in the same task class. However, since most of the games only take 10-15 minutes supportive information is expected to be offered in advance. Moreover, any procedural information required is implicit through the rigorous structure chosen for the games. The games themselves merely focus on the exercise offered. The students can replay a game, if they need more practice, or can skip a game, if they need less practice.

• **Automation of selected part-tasks.** The games do not focus on automation of selected part-task of the research cycle. At the beginner level aimed for, it was seen as not desirable to focus on any part-task in particular. The games do, however, each follow the four main parts of the research cycle. Games of the same kind repeat the same issues such as identifying the key variables for the study from the scenario, select the design (experimental or correlational), formulate the null hypothesis and interpret the statistical test for the quantitative games or select the appropriate methods and samples and carry some qualitative coding for the qualitative games.

2.2. Game Details

**The Quantitative games**

In designing the details of the games (see fig 1 and 2) a careful balance had to be maintained between providing the students with enough information and giving them too much information. The games were based on a series of examples where similar questions had to be asked for each example and players had to make decisions for that example. Each example was introduced via a scenario which provided a brief description of a specific research question, participants and variables and the player is guided through the sequence of activities relating to the varied issues which need to be considered in relation to that hypothesis. The decisions were interrelated and had to be considered in parallel. There was not necessarily a correct order in which the decisions were made, although the games led players through the issues in a specific order and players had to make decisions. The intention was that through repetition of the sequence of operations players will pick up the issues which need to be considered. The sequence of activities in the quantitative game was as follows:

- The player reads the scenario
- The player decides whether the design for that study would be experimental or correlational
- The player formulates the null hypothesis for that study. This is implemented via a drag and drop exercise.
- The player identifies the variables (fig 1) and level of measurement of these variables. This is implemented via a hangman game mechanism.
- The player identifies the correct raw data set from a choice of two
- The player identifies correct data summaries (tables and graphical representations)
- The player identifies and interprets the correct statistical test

The two latter stages are implemented by a series of questions structured into a tic-tac-toe (fig 2) game mechanics.
The Qualitative games

The qualitative games are a set of connected games, the student has the challenge of being accepted in a research group. Level 1 represents how the student prepares for an "aptitude test" for a job in a Research Group for Weight Studies; Level 2 represents the "aptitude test" itself where a qualitative study is simulated assisting the student in that process; in Level 3, the student has to demonstrate the previously acquired skills in working together with the research group team members. The game gives immediate feedback in level 1, general feedback in level 2 and at level 3 only feedback at completion of the game.

In level 1 the student has to learn the main differences between quantitative and qualitative studies emphasizing the specific features of qualitative analysis. This level presents exercises where the student learns to distinguish between qualitative and quantitative datasets, to identify differences in terms of theoretical underpinnings, methods, the kind of data collected and the kind of analysis. The feedback provided by the game in level 1 is immediate: the game informs about the correctness of the responses after each attempt and does not allow to continue until the student answer each question correctly.

At level 2 students are presented with a specific research question and background to the study and they are supported as they carry out a sequence of activities which are typical of the qualitative approach. The objective is to show the player the steps and methods to be followed in qualitative research by allowing them to experience these. This level focuses on issues in sampling and data analysis. Sampling is an important issue in qualitative analysis and the sampling activity was designed to reflect the idea that in selecting the sample for a qualitative study careful consideration needs to be given to the size, quality and representativeness of the sample. The sampling part presents different options allowing the students to design their experiment:

- Selecting the methods to gather data
- Deciding how and where the data will be collected
- Deciding the number of people who will participate in the study and their characteristics

The qualitative coding exercise is a key activity with respect to qualitative analysis. In this activity players are provided with participants’ verbal statements about a specific topic (food preferences) and a number of pre-defined categories and the goal for the players is to classify the statements according to the appropriate higher level categories. Figure 4 shows an example of the data ("I personally consider weekend(s) more of the party time for lunch and what I mean by party time is like maybe pizzas, hot dogs, and hamburgers and maybe ribs sometimes") and the higher level categories (the child, the food, parent, and context of time) to which players have to assign data. Players are given eight data items to code and are given feedback about the correctness of their responses.
3. Evaluation Phase 1

The evaluation was carried out in 3 different phases. The first two phases were formative and aimed to assess the usability of the games and collect suggestions for improvements, the third phase was summative and aimed to assess to what extent the games did achieve their goals. Different cohorts of staff and students were involved in each phase (Boyle, McGregor, & Manea, 2014).

- Phase 1 was the preliminary testing of the initial game prototype and involved a small number serious games experts, research methods experts and teacher trainers. Elements of the games were still changeable at this point.
- Phase 2 was the usability phase and involved nursing and social science staff involved in teaching research methods and students taking research methods modules. Surface elements of the games were still changeable at this point.
- Phase 3 of the evaluation was a more rigorous evaluation designed to establish whether the use of the CHERMUG games engages students and helps them to learn about research methods and statistics.

In this paper given the focus on the design and development we will direct the attention on the phase 1 evaluation. For phase 1 volunteers were recruited from serious games experts, research methods experts and teacher trainers at three of the partner sites. In total 13 persons responded to participate in the evaluation of which 5 serious game experts and 8 research methods experts or teacher trainers.

The main objective of the evaluation was to get qualitative feedback on how well the games supported the intended learning outcomes and to get input on how to improve the games. The evaluation was done in a period of 8 weeks. Starting with the first version of the games to the more or less final version, since the evaluation findings were, if possible, incorporated in the games as they emerged.

At each stage, the participants were asked to play one or more of the games. Following the game play they were either interviewed to respond on the games played or they were asked to fill out a questionnaire with some general demographic information and a set of questions related to usability of the games, including questions about the ease of access, game structure and user interface, the usefulness of the games including questions like “this is a nice way to learn about research methods” and “I really learned something” and to what extent the games are motivating including questions such as “the game play is motivating and challenging” and “I would like to be offered more games alike the ones used to support my learning”. Finally, part of the questions related to the strong and the weak points of the game, suggestions and errors and their overall impression of the games.

4. Results

The findings of the phase 1 evaluation centred around the central questions of importance at this stage i.e. usability, usefulness, motivating, strong and weak points of the games and any errors, technical or content wise. During the 8 weeks of the phase 1 evaluation, the feedback, following the improvements implemented, stepwise changed. In the first prototype the participants had sometimes to endure problems due to browser or browser version specific errors or game specific implementation errors. Stepwise the games became more mature and in line with this the focus of the feedback changed from reports on problems identified to opinions on the usefulness of the games and to what extent they were seen as being motivating and could be improved. This aligned well with the scores of the 2 groups that used the questionnaire. Overall, the first group (5 respondents) was slightly positive (average score 2.8 on a five point scale), the second group (2 respondents, 4 weeks later) was much more positive (average score 2.1). Though the overall appreciation was positive many and critical remarks were made. The comments of all 13 respondents are summarised below.

Usability. As mentioned above the first series of comments mainly targeted malfunctioning of the game. At a later stage the comments did largely focus on possible/necessary improvements. A comment returning in the feedback of a substantial part of the evaluators was the need for a more concise introduction to the exercises in the games (“Overall we need more instructions”). The ease of use was too much depending of the skills of the user. One other comment regularly returning was the need for better navigation facilities e.g. being able to go back in the game or at least to get access to the scenario of the game and the choices made and the remark that it would be better to be more consistent between the games in fonts and game graphics.

Usefulness. Many of the comments regarding the usefulness discussed the details of the games at the content level. This ranged from differences in view on the design e.g. some of the questions did not fully fit the research scenario (“At least one or more of the questions were not representative of the research article”) to issues such as whether or not it is essential to have the coding categories to be defined by the students themselves (“you...
would not have the thematic categories and would get the students to make up the categories”) and the comment that if targeting at beginners the knowledge required to play the games should be clear in advance or be part of the games (“Terminology is not always clear for beginners”). Related to this it was commented that on many places more elaborate feedback was desirable. Another comment, in particular important for the possible use of the games in teaching, is the statement that “the game is more about rehearsal, repetition and testing than about instruction”. Many of the evaluators expressed the same vision in similar words.

Motivating. In general the games were perceived well (“These games are good ways to teach statistics. They are interactive and the cases are realistic.”). However, there were also critical remarks with regard to game experience (“It is more a multimedia exercise as a game”). Additionally, the game experts did classify the games more like instruction with game elements than as games and, related to this, the score mechanism was described as “the rewards are not content related”.

Strong and weak points. The strong and weak points mentioned related to the comments given above. Weak points raised were the need to give more instructions or references and more elaborated feedback. Strong points mentioned were the overall obesity case. It seemed relevant, and quite easy for a broad audience. Additionally, the games were perceived as useful to practice and as a formative test.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Acquiring expertise in research methods and statistics is not easy and poses a significant challenge for many students. The way to teach it and the required subject material, though being a fixed topic in curricula, is in no-way standardised between universities within or between countries. The CTA analysis carried out enabled us to identify the expectations, differences and overlaps in teaching research methods and statistics. Within the differences, it conveniently showed that the experts agreed that all phases of the research cycle are equally important in a first introduction and that both quantitative and qualitative research are seen as important. Together with the results of the literature review and the user requirements it resulted in a set of 11 mini-games which can complement existing methods or be used as refreshment exercises for more advanced students. Notably, the 4C-ID model guided us to set up each game as a complete task covering all aspects of research in one realistic context. The adoption of the 4C-ID model did help us to prepare the global design of the games in an educationally sound way. Since we did not compare the use of 4C-ID with other methods, we can only state that it was a welcome addition to assist in the design of our relatively simple games. The guidelines proposed did easily fit, however, research focussed on this aspect is required to be able to decide to what extent 4C-ID is suitable for the design of various kinds, including more complex, serious games.

Generally, the phase 1 evaluation pointed out that the proposed games were accepted. However, many small and bigger issues were raised. Most of the comments were dealt with either within the games or outside the games e.g. by making supportive materials including a teacher and student guide and clear guidelines and the knowledge required to play the games. The errors revealed were addressed, moreover, a large part of the suggestions was taken into account including e.g. the navigation facilities were improved, the scenario underlying each game was made accessible throughout the games and graphics and fonts were aligned. Some comments remained unaddressed or partly unaddressed, the feedback was improved but the amount remained rather minimal and no references to external learning resources were added. The reason was not to interrupt the flow of the exercises too much. Also the game play remained untouched. The advantage of having a set of small and easy to use simple games was in our perspective more important than having a few much more complex and elaborated games.

Meanwhile, phase 2 and phase 3 of the evaluation have been carried out. The phase 2 evaluation with more than 500 students in three countries confirmed the results of the phase 1 evaluation. The phase 3 evaluation was a more rigorous evaluation designed to establish whether the use of the CHERMUG games engages students and helps them to learn about research methods and statistics. Over 400 students in 4 countries used the games or an alternative. The first results are promising and a detailed analysis of the results is underway. In line with this the partner institutes have made the games available to their students as additional exercise material. Moreover, the games and supportive materials have been publicly released (for more information see www.chermug.eu).
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